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STOP “SANCTUARY CITIES”: States and localities that refuse to cooperate with Federal

authorities should be ineligible for funding from certain grants and cooperative agreements.

• While Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) values its law enforcement partners at the

State and local levels, there are hundreds of jurisdictions across the country that do not honor

requests from ICE to hold criminal aliens who already are in state and local custody, threatening

public safety.

STRENGTHEN IMMIGRATION LAW ENFORCEMENT: Hiring an additional 10,000 ICE o�icers and

300 Federal prosecutors to handle immigration cases will allow law enforcement agencies to

uphold our laws and protect public safety and national security.

• There are nearly one million aliens with final orders of removal across the country.

• Yet ICE has only 6,000 Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) o�icers to cover an

immigration system that issues tens of millions of temporary visas every year.

• In addition, authorizing and incentivizing States and localities to enforce immigration laws

would further help ICE with its mission, and make all communities safer.

END VISA OVERSTAYS: Increasing overstay penalties and ICE’s enforcement tools will help

ensure that foreign workers, students and visitors respect the terms of their temporary visas.
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• Visa overstays account for roughly 40 percent of all illegal immigration in the United States. In

Fiscal Year 2016, 628,000 aliens overstayed their visas.

END “CATCH-AND-RELEASE”: Correcting judicial interpretations that have eroded ICE’s

authority to keep aliens in custody pending removal, and making detentions mandatory for

criminal aliens, will end the practice of catch-and-release and improve community safety. 

• A 2001 Supreme Court decision requires ICE to release certain removable aliens, including

violent criminals, within 180 days if they have not been deported and there is no significant

likelihood of removal in the reasonably foreseeable future.

• In Fiscal Year 2017, 1,666 criminal illegal aliens have been released from ICE custody because of

the above-mentioned 2001 Supreme Court decision.

PROTECT AMERICAN WORKERS: Preventing employers from hiring illegal alien labor, and

displacing U.S. workers, will improve job opportunities and raise wages for Americans.

• The failure to enforce our immigration laws has produced lower wages and higher

unemployment for American workers.

• We can provide relief to the American workforce by requiring the use of E-Verify and by

expanding the definition of unlawful employment discrimination to specifically include the

displacement of U.S. workers by nonimmigrant workers.

STOP VISA FRAUD: The State Department and Department of Homeland Security need the

funding and flexibility to detect and counter rampant visa fraud.

• Expand the State Department’s authority to collect and use fraud prevention and detection fees

to combat all types of visa fraud and create a fee mechanism to fully fund the Visa Security

Program to facilitate its expansion to all high-risk visa-issuing posts.


